Accelerating
engagement.
Instructionally-sound Learning Environments + Learning Services + Engagement Measurement

INSTRUCTIONALLY-SOUND DESIGNS

TEACHER ORIENTATION & TRAINING
TOOLS TO MEASURE ENGAGEMENT

You can design learning
environments which ensure
student and teacher engagement!
Parents and educators like you are engaged in the conversation
about education like never before. Parents have been thrust into
teaching their kids from home, educators are learning new online
and presentation skills, and administrators are having to scramble
to bring everyone back safely to their schools. We’re all rethinking
education – so it’s the perfect time to build for the future. Your
community, teachers, and students are ready for it!

High School Media Center

Patino School of Entrepreneurship

(left) This Instructionally-sound High
School Learning Commons and Media
Center has an open and collegiate
feel and serves as a meeting spot for
exploration, creation, and socialization.

(top) Students engaged in collaborative
work and actively using technology which
is integrated into their learning experience.

Post-COVID, you have an 		
opportunity to affect this 		
generation and the way 		
they experience learning.
Results from a case study on Washington Elementary
showed that Meteor Education’s customized training,
coaching, and support was a key factor related to a
score increase on state standardized tests including

+13%
increase in student
ELAT scores in a
year.*

*for more information and to read the full
case summary visit meteoreducation.com
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You have a lot of pressure
and limited resources.
There isn’t enough time, money,
or energy to get it wrong.

The Meteor Education difference.

Instructionally-sound
Learning Environments

24/7 Online Project
Management

Local Studio
Advantage

classrooms + media centers + cafeterias

at-a-glance, online project management

dedicated local teams + national support

+ makerspaces + admin + outdoor + more

and team resources

structure and subject matter experts

You have unique requirements for your

With MeteorConnect™, you and your team have

Our team is local. We firmly believe that in

spaces based on subject areas, grade levels,

full control and oversight into your project. From

order to best serve the schools we work with,

instructional intent, and student needs. That’s

design drawings and room-by-room lists, to

we need to be members of the community.

why we start every design by first deeply

service requests and a customized district online

While we have the benefit of national resources

understanding your instructional outcomes

catalog, your project information is always at

and thought leadership, we also provide the

for that space, and designing so the

your fingertips.

dedicated, local team support that makes the

environment is aligned with the experience.

difference.

Engagement measurement tools
When you invest your time, energy, and money into transforming your educational experiences
you want to know that it’s making an impact. Meteor Education has partnered with the leaders in
engagement measurement to bring state-of-the-art tools to you. With these tools you will be able
to see and track how your investment in your learning environments and experiences is making a
real difference, and take action to continually improve and make sure all students are engaged.
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instructionally-sound
spaces by design

Middle or High School Science Lab
(top) In this Science Classroom, learners explore curiosities by
gathering, analyzing, and organizing data, and communicating
results. This sophisticated room invites hands-on hypothesistesting using mobile tables with solid top work surfaces as well
as team-based technology access and connectivity. Expression,
creation, and choice are central in this energetic peer-centric
space designed for learner collaboration, communication and
sharing.

ELA/SS Classroom
(right) This dynamic classroom invites peer-to-peer interaction
and communication and active interplay with complex text using
technology. A variety of casual, rearrangeable and comfortable
activity zones offer safe places for learners to express
themselves through spoken and written language.

High-impact design
principles at work.
Our research-based design
principles ensure the highest
impact and value from every
educational space.

Scan the QR code to see instructionally-sound
spaces come alive in our project videos.

3rd Grade Classroom

High School Math Classroom

Middle School Media Center

(top left) This welcoming space is designed
to enhance learner communication
and collaboration through eye-to-eye
placement of desks for hands-on projects.

(top right) This full-service math class
declares learner collaboration with zones
for knowledge co-construction and project
creation to consolidate thinking. Learners
express their thinking and solutions on
writable surfaces and through interactive
technology.

(bottom center) The design of this vibrant
space delivers zones for teamwork on
collaborative projects, casual and comfortable conversations, quiet study, multi-age
community projects, movie making, and
performances and presentations.
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No matter how your team collaborates
you need a simple, transparent platform
to manage your project.

With remote meetings, shifting open and closed schedules, and new
modes of collaboration you need a simple way to ensure you have
all your project notes, details, and information at your fingertips no
matter where you are. MeteorConnect™ is your solution.

Transparency and Control

Asset Management

Team Roles and Access

quotes + drawings + re-ordering

room lists + service requests + budgets

team access + personalized catalogs

Online, 24/7 access to quotes, orders

Keep track of your inventory and

Allow team members to have specific

and drawings for all current and past

budget with detailed room lists of FF&E

visibility into just the vital information

projects. Project management from

per space in your school. Submit and

they need for their role

start to finish and forever.

check on service requests with a click.

“The MeteorConnect™ website was
a tool that I found incredibly valuable. I honestly can’t imagine ordering furniture without it. I was able to
view diagrams and layouts of each
room, itemized lists of furnishings
per room, prices and finishes at
any time I needed to. To have that
information stored online for us
will be quite a benefit.”
- School Board President, Idalia School District

24/7, online project
management tools
MeteorConnect™ Total Project Management
platform puts you in the driver’s seat and
provides you with all the information you
need to manage your project right now,
tomorrow, and into the future.

No matter what device you use, or where you
are working, your project details are never more
than a click away.

Don’t wait - contact your local
Learning Environment Specialist
today to schedule a demo.
Call 800.699.7516

www.meteoreducation.com

| 800.699.7516
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your local support for
a successful journey
Your success is our only measure of success.
		
Our 30+ years of experience gives you peace 		
of mind to know the outcome is in your control.

Local Team Support

Local & State Contracts

Proven Process

Our team is local. We firmly believe that
in order to best serve your school, we
need to be involved members of the
community.

Your local team will utilize National,
State, or Local contracts assuring
your costs are kept within budget.

Your local team will follow a simple
and comprehensive process, including
a path to accelerate engagement.

Expert, local support is critical to your
successful journey. We provide project
experts to handle all the details so you
have complete peace of mind.

YOUR LOCAL SUPPORT TEAM

Managing Director

Learning
Environment
Specialist

Learning
Experience
Coordinator

Your Project

Project Manager

Project Coordinator

Interior Designer

Support when and where you need it.
Your local studio team includes a Managing Director,
Learning Experience Coordinators, Interior Designers,
Learning Environment Specialists, Project Coordinators,
and Project Managers. Your dedicated team is never
more than a phone call or a short drive away.
Through our National Meteor Education network, you

Contact your local studio today.
Call 800.699.7516

also have access to subject matter experts in Sports
Leadership, Nutrition and Cafeterias, Special Education,
and so much more.

www.meteoreducation.com
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services to guide
you into the future

FURNITURE
SERVICES
INSTRUCTIONALLY-SOUND
LEARNING SPACES

LEARNING

HIGH EQUITY

SERVICES

SERVICES

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES

BRINGING ENGAGEMENT TO ALL

We start every design by first

When engaging ongoing learning

Our proven equity programs

deeply understanding your

services, we work with you and

provide an assessment of your

instructional outcomes for that

your teachers to build capacity

districts FF&E to help you to plan

space, and designing so the

and sustainability.

for equity across all your schools.

environment is aligned with the
experience.
 Space planning and design

 Variety of services and		

of instructionally-sound

support tailored to meet 		

learning environments

your needs

 Local Project Management
 Turn-key installation
 Teacher Orientation to their 		
new learning environments

national, state, and local
contracts

		

Microenvironments
 Prototype/Pilot Classroom 		

of best practices on a variety 		

Design and Program Planning

of topics
 Reflective lesson planning with

 Side-by-side in classroom 		

 Ease of purchasing through

 Modernizations of Existing 		

 Teacher training and modeling

teachers

 200+ Manufacturers

 Strategic Design Workshops

teacher coaching
 Demonstration classrooms 		
with campus experts

 Project Management
 FF&E Assessments
 Furnishing Recycling/Reuse 		
Program
 Disaster Recovery Program

From a single
classroom to
an entire district.
Our complement of services can help you at any stage
of your educational transformation. Whether you need
to furnish a single classroom or complete a district-wide
modernization, Meteor Education’s experts are here to
help your vision become a reality.

you’re on a mission
				
we’re here to guide
196,457 students

Our name stands for something,

and teachers engaged
through our learning
services since 2017

and we stand for something.

260 years combined

We know that creating an engaging and humanized learning experience isn’t just
about putting the newest technology in a student’s hands or filling a room with

design expertise in
K-12 education spaces

fancy shaped desks. While those things certainly affect the learning experience,

200+ vendors and

Throughout our more than 30 years serving schools, we’ve learned a lot side-by-

manufacturer partners
with furnishings for
any space and budget

those items don’t magically transform it on their own.

side with our clients, and we’ve found that the most powerful and lasting change
comes from developing a holistic solution which takes into account instructional
methods + educational tools + learning environments, and is centered around
supporting relationships in a space.

30+ years working

Methods, Tools, Environments + Relationships.

side-by-side with
schools

It’s Meteor Education. It’s what we do and who we are.

www.meteoreducation.com
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Paso Verde School, Sacramento CA

-Tonja Jarrell, Principal

instructional focus.”

my team, my community, and our

dialogue that we had about my site,

and other vendors was the symbiotic

“The largest difference between Meteor

Littleton Elementary
Littleton, CO

We all have kids or know kids who have
fallen behind in their educational journey.
Not getting it right the first time is not an
option. Meteor Education’s team is passionate about deeply listening to understand
your unique challenges, and connecting the
right services and experts to help you create
the sustainable success you want to see
for your students and teachers.

Don’t wait - contact your
local Learning Environment
Specialist today to discuss
your needs.
Call 800.699.7516

Let’s engage!

Contact your Learning Environment Specialist
today to discuss your goals and how Meteor
Education can help.
800.699.7516
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